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ITINERARY PROPOSAL
AMSTERDAM 5 NIGHTS

AGENCY:  Nexion LLC  | CONTACT:  Tasha Ann  | PHONE:  808 392 7590  | EMAIL:  tasha@customkittravel.com 

Your Travel Advisor has customized  a  travel  proposal  just for you!  This  tool  provides  the  ability  to  share suggested land 
arrangements  without  the  need  for  passenger  information.  For  a complete  quote including  air transportation  and  travel 
protection, note that full passport names, date of birth and sex is required for each person. No space is being held at this time. 
Pricing is subject to change until full payment is received. 

AMSTERDAM

Amsterdam is an incredible city that showcases rich, artistic heritage, while also offering a diverse range of fun activities for its 
visitors of alternative lifestyles to enjoy. Adventurers will love cycling around the city`s picturesque bike paths and historic 
canals; including exploring Amsterdam`s amazing architecture and Dutch narrow houses.   Visit the Heineken brewery or the art 
museums with works from renowned artists such as van Gogh and Rembrandt. Take a boat ride on a canal for lunch or dinner or 
witness the fragrances and colors of the only floating flower market in the world. Take a full day tour into the countryside 
passing the world famous windmills and visiting nearby cities of Rotterdam and the Hague. 

Day 1 of 6 in Amsterdam  

Private Transfer - Schiphol Airport to Amsterdam Hotel
Duration: 30 mins 

Amsterdam - Hotel Estherea - Classic
5 Nights
Style: Boutique Location: Along Singel Canal 1,000 feet from Dam Square 
Nearby Attractions: Dam Square, Historical Museum Amsterdam, Royal Palace Amsterdam, The Nines 
Street, Amsterdam Dungeon 
Hotel Estherea is a 4+ star property located in central Amsterdam that offers 91 luxuriously furnished 
with each room uniquely decorated. There are a number of amenities like a book filled library, bike 
rentals, 24/7bar, lounge with views across the canal, hotel wide WiFi, gym and parking. 

Day 2 of 6 in Amsterdam  

Canal Dinner Cruise with Wine and Drinks - 2.5 Hours - Meat Option
Duration: 2 Hours 30 Minutes Category: Food And Drink, Romantic Tour Type: Boat Tour 
Dining at top culinary level and at the same time cruising through the canals and harbor of Amsterdam 
in the evening? That's a cruising restaurant of course! Experience an unforgettable evening while 
enjoying an outstanding four course dinner. 

https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=TRA&supid=AMSAMS-XAMS&servid=AMSAMS-XAMS&tgsupid=AMSAMS-XAMS&tgservid=AMSAMS-XAMS&title=Private Transfer - Schiphol Airport to Amsterdam Hotel&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N
https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=AMSEST&servid=AMSEST&tgsupid=AMSEST&tgservid=AMSEST&title=Amsterdam - Hotel Estherea - Classic&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N
https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=AMSAMS-XDCMEA&servid=AMSAMS-XDCMEA&tgsupid=AMSAMS-XDCMEA&tgservid=AMSAMS-XDCMEA&title=Canal Dinner Cruise with Wine and Drinks - 2.5 Hours - Meat Option&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N
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Day 3 of 6 in Amsterdam  

Canal Boat Day Pass
Duration: Flexible/Self Guided Category: City Tour Tour Type: Boat Tour 
The Canal Boat Day Pass provides the ideal transport along the canals of Amsterdam. Our boats 
operate a regular service along the canals on three routes: the Green Line, the Red Line and the Blue 
Line. The 14 stops are located near the major museums, attractions and shopping centers allowing 
easy access to some of the best sites in the city. With a Day Pass, which is valid for 24 hours, you can 
hop on, hop off as often as you like. 

Day 4 of 6 in Amsterdam  

Semi-Private Amsterdam as a Local - Pub Visit and Dinner - 3.5 Hours
Duration: 3.5 Hours Category: Authentic/Local, Food And Drink Tour Type: Walking Tour 
Experience Amsterdam`s traditional pub culture with a local! Beyond the breweries and coffee shops 
that Amsterdam is known for there are many charming pubs tucked in the corners of the historic city 
center. Enjoy a walking tour to learn not only about the history of Amsterdam and the daily life of the 
Dutch, but also the history of Dutch beer brands and their local spirit Jenever including tastings and 
ending with a 3 course dinner. 

Day 5 of 6 in Amsterdam  

Private Rijksmuseum Walking Tour - 4 Hours
Duration: 4 Hours Category: Art and Culture Tour Type: Walking Tour 
Enjoy a walking tour of Amsterdam on the way to the Rijksmuseum located at the Museum Square. This 
Dutch national museum is dedicated to the arts and history of Amsterdam and is famous for paintings 
by Dutch masters such as Rembrandt, Vermeer, and Frans Hals. A must see in Amsterdam! 

Day 6 of 6 in Amsterdam  

Private Transfer - Amsterdam Hotel to Schiphol Airport
Duration: 30 mins 

https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=AMSAMS-XPAS&servid=AMSAMS-XPAS&tgsupid=AMSAMS-XPAS&tgservid=AMSAMS-XPAS&title=Canal Boat Day Pass&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N
https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=AMSAMS-XPUBDI&servid=AMSAMS-XPUBDI&tgsupid=AMSAMS-XPUBDI&tgservid=AMSAMS-XPUBDI&title=Semi-Private Amsterdam as a Local - Pub Visit and Dinner - 3.5 Hours&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N
https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=AMSAMS-XPVRIJ&servid=AMSAMS-XPVRIJ&tgsupid=AMSAMS-XPVRIJ&tgservid=AMSAMS-XPVRIJ&title=Private Rijksmuseum Walking Tour - 4 Hours&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N
https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=TRA&supid=AMSAMS-XHAP&servid=AMSAMS-XHAP&tgsupid=AMSAMS-XHAP&tgservid=AMSAMS-XHAP&title=Private Transfer - Amsterdam Hotel to Schiphol Airport&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N

